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Consider the system 
dx/dt = A(w)x, (System 1) 
where A(w) is an II x n matrix whose elements are measurable functions. 
We shall suppose that A( w is essentially bounded, i.e., there exist L > 0 and ) 
S C E such that1 P(S) = 1, and 1 A(w)1 < L for all w E S. Then the function x 
defined on [to , 03) x E by x(t, W) = exp[A(w)(t - t,,)]x,,(w) is a solution 
almost everywhere and in the mean corresponding to the initial conditions 
t, E R+ and x0(w) E L2(E). 
DEFINITION. The matrix A(w) is P-stable if there exists 01> 0 such that 
P&J, m=wdd) Re A < ---a} = 1 where o(A(w)) is the spectrum of A(w). 
LEMMA 1. Let T be a linear operator defined in a Banach space X and u(T) 
the spectrum of T. If there exists X E u(T) such that Re A 3 j?, then 11 eTt 11 > e@ 
for all t E Rf. 
Proof. We have [2] 
hence 
/I eTt I/ >, sup/ u(eT*)I = sup ) e*ctT) 1 > / ert 1 = etReA > tit 
for all t E R+, and the lemma is proved. 
THEOREM 1. The following assertions are equivalent: 
(1) The matrix A(w) is P-stabZe. 
(2) There exist K > 0 and 01 > 0 such that 
I 
1 eAfojt I2 P(h) < Ke-=* for all tER+. 
E 
1 For a vector x the norm I x ) is defined by (2 z$)~/* and the matrix norm ) A / 
is defined by 1 A 1 = suplc~dl 1 Ax (. 
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(3) There exist K > 0, 01 > 0, D C E, P(D) = 1 such that 
1 &twJt 1 < K eat for all tER+, WED. 
(4) The trivial solution of system (1) is mean-square (m.s.) exponentially 
stable. 
Proof. Suppose that A(U) is P-stable. There exists then CY > 0 such that 
WJ~ maxkdRkd) Re h < -2a} = 1. Let D = {w, maxAEoCA(o)) Re h < -2a}. 
From a known lemma of Levinson and Levin [3] it follows that there exists 
K > 0 such that ] eAcwjt 1 < K eqt f  or all w E D and t E R+. Hence (1) -+ (3). 
Further, 
J 
E 
for all tER+ 
and we have also (2). Suppose now that (2) is satisfied. Let 
From Lemma 1, it follows that for all w E CM and t E R+ we have 
1 &(wJt 1 2 e-(cr14)t. Hence 
e-(*‘2)t P(CM) < /,I eAtwIt I2 P(dw) < Ke-at for all tER+, 
which implies that P(CM) = 0, thus 2) j l), and the equivalence of the 
first three assertions is proved. 
Suppose that (3) is satisfied, and let x0(w) ELM. We have 
I,1 eA(ojt x0(w) I2 P(dw) = J, ) eA(wjt x0(w) I2 P(dw) 
so that (3) + (4). 
< K2 e--2rrt 
I 
D 1 X,,(W) 12 P(dw) 
= K2 e-2at 11 x0(w) 112, 
I f  the trivial solution of System (1) is m.s. exponentially stable, it is m.s. 
exponentially stable with respect to constant perturbations; i.e., there exist 
K > 0, 01 > 0 such that 
I ( eAtwjt x0 la P(dw) < Ke-ut I x0 I2 E 
for all t E R+ and x,, E Rfi. 
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Hence, 
eA(w)t et 12 a < nKe-ut, 
where 
j 
E 
1 eAcw)* I2 P(dw) < j, z$l 1 eAfwjt ei I2 P(dw) < nKe-at 
and (4) -+ (2). The theorem is thus proved. 
Remark. The implication (1) -+ (3) follows also easily from the proof of a 
theorem in [I]. 
From Theorem 1 follows that if A(w) is P-stable then the trivial solution of 
System (1) is aimost surely (a.s.) strongly asymptotically stable.2 Let indeed 
x,(w)-measurable function since (1) o (3) it follows that 
) &acm)txo(~)] < K e-ut [ x&w)] 
for all t E Rf and w E D and this implies that the almost surely strong 
asymptotic stability occurs. We shall give now an example which shows that 
mean square uniform asymptotic stability with respect to constant initial 
conditions is not equivalent to mean square exponential stability with 
respect to constant initial conditions. 
Consider the equation 
where 
dx/dt = a(w)x, (System 2) 
E,= -‘,L], 
i n-t1 n 
E = (0, l] 
* The trivial solution of the system dxjdt = f(t, x, w) is a.s. strongly asymptotically 
stable, if it is as. asymptotically stable and there exists B C E, P(B) = 1, and a function 
B(E) such that, if 1 x,(w)1 < S(c) for w E B, then i x(t, t. , x,,(w))I < E for o E B and 
t> to. 
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(xA is the characteristic function of the set A). The trivial solution of 
System (2) is m.s. uniformly asymptotically stable with respect to constant 
initial conditions. Indeed, 
Since 
g e-w/n)t (4 - -L) < 5 (’ - -A-) = 1 
TZ=l n=l n 
we have 
I E 
for all x0 E R, and hence the trivial solution is m.s. uniformly stable with 
respect to constant initial conditions. 
We have further lim,,, CzzI e-t2jnlt [l/n - l/(n + l)] = 0. Let E > 0; 
there exists n(e) such that Cz=n,6, [l/n - l/(n + l)] < 42. Hence 
f  e-(2’n)t (+- - -$-j) < 4<(f) + GJ-, 
n-1 
?a(&-1 
+6(t) = C e-(2/n)t 
T-1 [ 
i - A] . 
But lim t+m #Jt) = 0; hence there exists T(C) such that 4.(t) < 42 for all 
t 3 T(E). It follows that CE1 e-(2/n)t[l/n - l/(n + l)] < E for t > T(E); 
hence lim,,, SE ] eatwjt I2 P(dw) = 0. But 
i El 
for all t E R+ and x0 E A, so that our assertion is proved. The trivial solution 
of System 2 is not m.s. exponentially stable with respect to constant initial 
conditions, since it would follow from Theorem 1 that a(w) is P-stable, and 
this is not the case. Let us prove this directly. Suppose that the trivial 
solution of System 2 is m.s. exponentially stable with respect to constant 
initial conditions. 
Then there exist K > 0 and LY > 0 such that 
I / eatwJt x,, I2 P(dw) < Ke-Flt I x,, I2 E 
for all x,, E R and t E R+. 
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Hence s 1 ea(U)t I2 P(dw) < Kf+ for all t E R+; i.e., 
E 
or C,“r et(-2/n*)[l/n - l/(n + l)] < K for all t E R+. Since 
j-2 e”“-2[n(n + l)]-’ = co 
there exists n, such that ~+Q-~[q,(ns + 1)]-1 > 2K. Thus 
2K < PO-2 
= eb-21n,m, ( 
1 1 - - - 
notno + 1) n0 no + 1 1 
1 < f e(*-Z/fl)fio ($ - - 
) < K ?a=1 n+l 
and we get a contradiction. Since 1 ea’“n Ia < 1 for all t E R+ and w E E, 
we have 
s E 1 eacwjt x0(w) I2 P(A) = S, eza(ujt 1 x0(w) I2 P(dw) < 11 x0(w) j12; 
hence the trivial solution of System 2 is m.s. uniformly stable; it is not 
m.s. uniformly asymptotically stable, since then it would be m.s. exponentially 
stable. This shows that there are systems with random parameters for which 
m.s. uniform asymptotic stability with respect to constant initial conditions 
do not imply m.s. uniform asymptotic stability. 
Remark 1. If  A(w) is simple, then m.s. uniform asymptotic stability 
with respect to constant initial conditions implies m.s. exponential stability. 
Proof. Let 
A(w) = i AkXEk , 
k-1 
I = &I P(E,), 
0 
No = {k, k = 1, 2 ,... p, P(E,) > O}. 
From the assumption it follows that there exists 6, > 0 and T(C), such that, 
x0 E Rn, 1 x0 1 < a,, t > T(E) implies SE 1 eA(“)t~o I2 P(h) < ~~1. Hence 
eAkt x0 I2 P(&J) < $1, P(Ek) 1 eAkt x0 I2 -=c ~~1. 
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We have then for k E No , ] eA+c, 1 < #P(E#lz < E for all 2 3 T(E) and 
1 x,, / < 6,. It follows that the linear system with constant coefficients 
dx/dt = A$ is stable; hence matrix A, is stable for k E No . That A(w) is 
P-stable and the remark follows from Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 2. If T is a linear operator in a Banach space X, then a necessary 
and su$icient condition for the existence of an 01> 0 such that SUP,,~, r, Re h < -a 
is the existence of /3 > 0 and K > 0 such that jl eTt 11 < K e-fit for all t > 0. 
Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that the condition is sufficient. The 
necessity is obtained from a general lemma in [4j which asserts that 
SU~~~,,(~) Re h < y implies 11 eTt ]I < K eyt for all t E R+. 
Let A(w) be measurable and essentially bounded. We define an operator A 
inZ2(E)byA3i;=A( ) ( ) f ( ) w x w i x w E 5; here f is a class of equivalent square 
integrable functions. It follows that A is well defined, linear and from 
II Aa II2 = j-, IA(w) x(w) I2 P(dw) < L2 112 iI2 
we see that A is bounded. 
THEOREM 2. Matrix A(w) is P-stable if and only if for the above defined 
operator A we have SUPS, Re h < --a, with (Y positive. 
Proof. Suppose that A(w) is P-stable. From Theorem 1 it follows that 
the trivial solution of System 1 is m.s. exponentially stable and hence the 
trivial solution of 
dZ/dt = Af (System 3) 
is exponentially stable, and thus by Lemma 2, SUPS,,, Re A < -a. Let 
now SUPS,,, Re h < -a; by Lemma 2 we deduce that the trivial solution 
of System 3 is exponentially stable, and this implies that the trivial solution 
of system 1 is m.s. exponentially stable. By Theorem 1 we get that A(w) is 
P-stable. 
We shall now establish some facts concerning the existence of Lyapunov 
functions. 
DEFINITION. The measurable matrix I%‘(,) is almost everywhere positive 
definite (W(w) > 0, a.e.) if there exist B C E, P(B) = 1, A > 0, X > 0 such that 
(1) IV(,) = W”(w) for all w E B; W* is the transpose of W, 
(2) XI x I2 < (W(w)x, x) < A] x I2 for all w E B, x E Rn. 
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THEOREM 3. If 1 A(w)/ <L for w E S, P(S) = 1, then A(w) is P-stable if 
and only if for each matrix V > 0 there exists a matrix W(w) > 0 almost 
everywhere, such that 
-$ [(W(w) eA(wJt x, eA(w)t x)] = - (V&(w)t x, &(w)tx) 
for all t E R+, x E R”, and w E D, P(D) = 1. 
Proof. The condition is necessary. Indeed, let A(w) be P-stable. Then 
1 eA(u)t 1 < K e-at for all t E Rf, w E D, P(D) = 1. Let 
I 
s 
m eA*(d~ V&Cds ds, WED, 
W(w) = 0 
0, UECD. 
The above-defined matrix W(m) is measurable and W(W) = W*(W) for all 
w E E. 
Since 1 eR*(~)~V&(w)s 1 < 1 V lK2 eetis for all w E D, the integral 
r &*(w)sV &(w)s ds is convergent. 
‘We shall show that W(w) > 0 a.e. Since V > 0 there exists A > 0, h > 0 
such that Al x I2 < (Vx, x) < Al x I2 for all x E Rn. We have 
(W(w) x, x) = jr ( V&(w)s x, eAfwjs x) ds < AK2 k I x I2 
for all w E D, x E Rn. But 
$(I eAhJ)t ..& I”) = d (eAku)t dt 
x, eAcojt x) = 2@(w) eAcwjt x, eAtwIt x); 
hence I d/dt(l .&Jtx I”)/ < 2~51 &(CX I2 for all w E S. 
Thus d/dt(l &(@Jtx 1”) 2 -2LI &(“)tx 12; hence 1 c+(~)~x Ia > e-2Ltl x I2 for 
all t E R+, w E S. 
Therefore, 
(W(w) x, x) = Jy ( VeA(w)s x, eAfwJs x) ds > h ,r I eA(w)s x I2 ds > & 1 x 12 
forallxERn,wEDr\S,and W(w)>Oa.e.Letw~D,x~R~. 
We have 
(W(u) eAcwjt x, eA(wjt x) = 
1 
; (V,.~(W)S eAWt x, eA(w)s e.4(w)t x) ds 
= 
J 
T ( VeA(m)u x, eA(wl” x) du. 
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Hence 
& [(W(w) eA(w)t x, eAcwJt x)] = - (VeA(w)t x, eA(wJt x) 
for all t E R+, w E D, x E Rn and the necessity is proved. The condition is 
sufficient. Suppose that for all I/’ > 0 there exists W(W) as in the statement 
of the theorem. For V = E we get a measurable W(w) such that 
W(W) = W(W) for w ED, 
A I x I2 < (W(w) x, x) < (1 I x 12, for ~ED,xER~; 
$ [(W(w) eA(w)t x, eAtwjt x)] = - 1 eAtwjt x I2 for t E R+, w E D, cy E Rn, 
where P(D) = 1. 
We have 
XI d(w)tx I2 < (W(w)& (wjtx, &(m)tX) < Al &(w)tx I2 
forwED, ~ER+,xER~. 
Hence 
$ [(W(W) eA(wjt x, eA(mjt x)] < - $ (W(w) eAtwIt x, eAcwjt x) 
so that (W(U)& (wjtx, &acw)tx) < ( W(w)x, x)ectln, 
Thus 
for all w E D, t E R+, x E Rn. From this inequality it follows that 
1 c+J)~ j < (LI/X)~/~ ectj2* 
for all t E R+, w E D. This shows that A is P-stable (see Theorem 1). 
COROLLARY. If I A(W) I < L for w E S, and if it is P-stable, then for all V > 0 
there exists W(w) > 0 a.e. such that W(w) A(w) + A*(w) W(w) = -V a.e. 
Proof. We have by Theorem 3 
(W(o) A(w) eAtwJt x, eAtwJt x) + (W(u) eAtwJt x, A(w) eAtwjt x) 
= 1 [(W(W) eA(mJt x, eA(w)t x)] = - (V&(m)t x, eA(wjt x). 
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For t = 0, we get (W(u) A(w)x, x) + (W(w)x, A(w)x) = -(VX, X) for all 
w E D, x E Rn, i.e., [( W(OJ) A(w) + A*(w) W(w))x, x] = -( Vx, x) for all 
w~D,xeR”. 
Since W(w) = W*(w) a.e., we have 
W(w) A(w) + A*(w) W(w) = -v, 
and the corollary is proved. In [I] it is proved that if 
P(w, max Aed4~w)) ReX<O}=l 
there exists a function V(x, w) such that 
+J)l x I2 < qx, w) < &)I x I29 dv(&‘~‘tx, wpt = -1 f?--)tx 12, (x) 
for all t E R+, x E Rn, w E B, B = {co, maxAEo~A~w~~ Re h < 0}, where a(w) > 0, 
b(w) > 0, for all w E E. 
The stronger condition from Theorem 3 implies the existence of a 
Lyapunov function with supplementary properties. It is easy to see that if 
there exists a Lyapunov function V(x, w) with theproperties (x) a.e. then 
P{w, maxAM(A(W)) Re h < 0} = 1. 
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